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Abst ract - -A  class of completely generalized set-valued strongly nonlinear mixed variational-like 
inequalities is introduced. The auxiliary principle technique is extended to study this new class of 
mixed variational-like inequalities. The existence of a solution of the auxiliary problem for this new 
class of mixed varlational-like inequalities is shown. The iterative algorithm for this new class of mixed 
variational-like inequalities is given by virtue of this existence result. Moreover, the existence of a 
solution of this new class of mixed variational-like inequalities and the strong convergence of iterative 
sequences generated by the algorithm are shown. The convergence criteria are different from some 
early and recent ones presented in the literature. (~) 2005 ELsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION AND PREL IMINARIES  
In the theory of variational inequality and complementarity problem, one of the most dit~cult, 
interesting, and important problems is the development of an efficient and implementable itera~ 
tire algorithm to compute approximate solutions. Although there exist many numerical methods 
including the projection method and its variant forms, linear approximation, descent and New- 
ton's methods for variational inequalities, there are very few methods for some variational-like 
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inequalities. Therefore many authors have developed the auxiliary principle technique for solving 
various mixed variational-like inequalities. The auxiliary principle technique was suggested by 
Glowinski e~ aL [1] in 1981. At present, it has become a useful and powerful tool for solving 
various mixed variational-like inequalities. 
In this paper, we will introduce a class of completely generalized set-valued strongly nonlinear 
mixed variational-like inequalities. We will show the existence of a solution of the auxiliary 
problem for this new class of mixed variational-like inequalities. By using this existence result we 
will give the iterative algorithm for this new class of mixed variational-like inequalities. Moreover, 
we also show the existence of a solution of this new class of mixed variational-like inequalities 
and the convergence of iterative sequences generated by the algorithm. 
Let H be a real Hilbert space endowed with norm ]]. ]1 and inner product (., .>, respectively. 
Let CB(H)  be the family of all nonempty bounded and closed subsets of H. Given single-valued 
mappings N,y : H x H --* H, g : H --+ H, and set-valued mappings T ,A  : H ---* CB(H) ,  we 
consider the problem of finding u • H, w E T(u),  and y • A(u), such that 
(N(w,y) ,y(g(v) ,g(u) ) )  + b(u,g(v)) - b(u,g(u)) > O, Vv  • H, (1) 
where b(-,-) : H x H --* R satisfies the following properties: 
(i) b(., .) is linear with respect o the first argument; 
(ii) b(., .) is bounded, that is, there exists a constant ~/> 0, such that 
b(~, ~) _< 711ullllvll, vu,,~ • H; 
(iii) b(u,v) - b(u,w) <_ b (u ,v -  w), Vu, v ,w  • H; 
(iv) for each fixed u • H, b(u,g(.)) : H ---* R is convex. 
Problem (1) is called the completely generalized set-valued strongly nonlinear mixed variation- 
M-like inequality. 
REMARK 1.1. 
(i) For arbitrary u, v E H, Property (i) implies that -b(u,  v) = b( -u ,  v) and Property (ii) 
implies that b( -u ,v )  <_ "711ullllvll. Hence, we have 
Ib(u,v)l _< '~lMIIIvll, W,v E H, 
and b(u,O) = b(O,v) = O, Vu, v C H. 
(ii) It follows from Properties (ii) and (iii) that for all u, v, w E H, 
bCu, g(,)) - b(~,g(~)) _< "/II~Ii llg(~:) - o(9)11 
and b(u,g(w)) - b(u, g(v)) <_ ~lMIIIg(~) - g(v)ll. Therefore, 
Ib(u,g(v)) -b(u,g(w))] < ~rllullllg(v) -g(w)l], Vu, v,w • H. 
This implies that if g is Lipschitz continuous, then for each fixed u E H,  b(u, g(v)) is 
Lipschitz continuous with respect o the argument v. 
SOME SPECIAL CASES. 
(a) If g ---- I and V(v, u) = h(v) - h(u) where h:  H --*/-/, and b(u, v) = f (v )  for all u, v E H 
where f : H --+ ]~, then problem (1) is equivalent to finding u • H,  w C T(u),  and 
y e A(u), such that 
(N(w,  y), h(v) - h(u)) -{- f (v)  - f (u)  > O, Vv e H, (2) 
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which is called the generalized set-valued strongly nonlinear implicit variational inequality 
problem (see [2]). 
(b) If g -- I and b(u, v) = O, then problem (1) is equivalent to finding u • H, w e T(u), and 
y • A(u), such that 
(N(w,y),r/(v,u)> _0,  VveH,  (3) 
which is a special case of the generalized quasi-variational-like n quality problem intro- 
duced by Yao [3]. It has been shown in [4] that the nonconvex nonmonotone and multi- 
valued problems arising in structural analysis can be formulated in terms of problem (3). 
Parida and Sen [5], Tian [6], Yao [7], and Cubiotti [8] have shown that many problems 
arising in optimization and economics can be studied by problem (3). 
In brief, for appropriate and suitable choice of the mappings N, ~/, g, T, A, and the func- 
tion b, one can obtain a number of known classes of variational inequalities and variational-like 
inequalities as special cases from problem (1). We refer to [9] for the following definitions. 
DEFINITION 1.1. A set-valued mapping V : H --* CB(H)  is said to be 
(i) Lipschitz continuous if there ex/sts a constant 7 > O, such that 
~(v(u), v(v)) <_ " r l lu -  vii, w ,  v • H, 
where 7-/(-, -) is the Hausdorff metric on CB(H);  
(ii) strongly monotone if there exists a constant ~ > O, such that 
<wl -w2,  u l -u2)>_~l lu , -u2[ [  2, Vu l ,u2eH,  w leV(u l ) ,  w2eV(u2) .  
DEFINITION 1.2. Let N : H x H -* H be a nonlinear mapping and T, A : H --* CB(t I )  be 
set-valued mappings. 
(i) T is said to be strongly monotone with respect o the first argument of N ff there exists 
a constant ( > O, such that 
(N(wl,.)-N(w2,.),ul-u2)>_(llul-~2112, Vu~eH, w{eT(u , ) ,  i=1 ,2 ;  
(ii) N is said to be strongly mixed monotone with respect o T and A if  there exists a constant 
a > O, such that 
<N(~I,yl) - N(~2,y2),~ -~)  > ~11~ -u2[l ~, w~ e H, ~, • T(~,), y~ • A(~), ~= 1,2; 
(iii) N is said to be Lipschitz continuous with respect o the first argument if there ex/sts a 
constant fl > O, such that 
I IN (~, . )  - N(~,  )11 < ~11~1 - ~]1, W~,  ~2 • H. 
DEFINITION 1.3. A mapping ~ : H x H -~ H is said to be 
(i) strongly monotone if there exists a constant ~ > O, such that 
<,7(~, ,-,), ,-, - v) > o-I1,., - ~,11 =, v u, v e H; 
(il) Lipschitz continuous if there exists a constant 5 > 0, such that 
11~('-','-')11 <- 51t'-, -v i i ,  vu ,~,  c H .  
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DEFINITION 1.4. Let D be a nonempty convex subset of H and f : D -* ( - co ,  +oo). 
(i) f is said to be convex i~ for any u, v • D and for any c~ • [0, 1], 
f (~  + (1 - ~)~) < ~f(~) + (1 - a) f (v) ;  
(ii) f is said to be lower semicontinuous on D if, for every a • (-co, +co), the set {u E D : 
f (u) <_ a} is closed in D; 
(iii) f is said to be concave i f - f  is convex; 
(iv) f is said to be upper semicontinuous on D if - f  is lower semicontinuous on D. 
In order to obtain our results~ we need the following assumption and lemma. 
ASSUMPTION 1.1. The mappings N, ~? : H x H -* H and g : H --* H sa$isfy the conditions: 
(1) for all w ,y  • H, there exists a constant r > 0, such that 
IIN(~,Y)II ~ ~(11~11 + llYtl); 
(2) ~/(v, u) = -•(u, v), V u, v • H; 
(S) for any given x ,y ,u  • H, mapping v ~-~ (N(x,y),•(u,g(v))) is concave and upper semi- 
continuous. 
LEMMA 1.1. (See [10].) Let X be a nonempty dosed convex subset ofa  Hausdorff linear topo- 
logical space E, dp, ip : X x X --* R be mappings atisfying the following conditions: 
(i) ¢ (~,  y) < ¢(~,y ) ,  w ,y  • x ,  and ¢(x ,x )  _> o, w • x; 
(ii) for each x • X, ¢(x, y) is upper semicontinuous with respect o y; 
(iii) for each y • X ,  the set {x • X : ¢(x, y) < 0} is a convex set; 
(iv) there exists a nonempty compact set K C X and xo • K,  such that ¢(x0,y) < 0, 
VyeX\K .  
Then there exists a 9 • K,  such that ¢(x,9) _ 0, Yx • X. 
2. AUXIL IARY  PROBLEM AND ALGORITHM 
In this section, we extend the auxiliary principle technique of Glowinski et al. [1] to study the 
completely generalized set-valued strongly nonlinear mixed variational-like inequality (1). We give 
an existence theorem of a solution of the auxiliary problem for the completely generalized set- 
valued strongly nonlinear mixed vaxiational-like inequality (1). Based on this existence theorem, 
we construct an iterative algorithm for the completely generalized set-valued strongly nonlinear 
mixed variational-like inequality (1). 
Given u • H, w • T(u), and y • A(u), we consider the following problem P(u,w,y):  find 
z • H, such that 
( z ,v -z )  > {u ,v -z ) -p (NCw,  Y) ,~(g(v) ,g(z))}+pb(u,g(z)) -pb(u,g(v)) ,  ¥veH,  (4) 
where p > 0 is a constant. The problem P(u,w,y)  is called the auxiliary problem for the 
completely generalized set-valued strongly nonlinear mixed variational-like inequality (1). 
THEOREM 2.1. Let g : H ~ t t  be Lipschiez continuous with constant ~ > O, ~1 : H x H ~ H 
be Lipschitz continuous with constant ~ > O, and the function b(., .) satisfy Properties (i)-(iv). 
I f  Assumption 1.1 holds, then the auxiliary problem P(u, w, y) has a solution. 
PROOF. Define the mappings ¢, ¢ : H x H --* R by 
¢(~, ~3 = (~, v - ~t - I~, ~ - ~1 + p<N(~,  y),,~Cg(~), g(~))~ - pb(~,, g(~))  + pbC~,,u(~)) 
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and 
¢(v, z) = (z, v - z) - (u, v - z) + p{ g (w,y) ,  ~](g(v), g(z)  ) ) - pb(u, g(z) ) + pb(u, g(v) ), 
respectively. 
We shall prove that the mappings ¢, ¢ satisfy all the conditions of Lemma 1.1 in the weak 
topology. Indeed, dearly ¢ and ¢ satisfy Condition (i) of Lemma 1.1. From Property (iv) of b, 
Remark 1.1(ii) and the Lipschitz continuity of g, it follows that b(u, g(z))  is convex and Lipschitz 
continuous with respect o z. Again from Assumption 1.1(3), it follows that the function 
~ (~(~,  ~), ~(a(~), ~(~))) 
is concave and upper semicontinuous. Therefore, we conclude that ¢(v, z) is weakly upper semi- 
continuous with respect o z. Now we show that the set {v ~ H : ¢(v, z) < 0} is a convex set for 
each z ~ H. Indeed suppose that {v~,v2 . . . . .  Vm} is a finite subset of {v • H:¢(v ,z )  < 0} and 
that~,>_0,  i= l ,2 , . .  ,mwi th  "~ Thenwe " ~i=1 a~ = 1. write ~ = ~ ~v~. Observe that for 
alti, 




- pb(~,~(z)) + p ~. ,b (~,  g(v,)) 
i f f i l  
_> (~ - ~, ~ - ~) + p(N(w, y), ~(~(~)),g(~))) - pb(~, g(~)) + pb(~, 9(~)). 
This implies that ~ E {v E H : ~(v, z) < 0}. Therefore, Conditions (ii) and (iii) of Lemma 1.1 
hold. Finally we shall prove that Condition (iv) of Lemma 1.1 holds. Indeed, let 
Then K is a weakly compact subset of H. For any fixed z E H \ K, take v0 --- 0 E K. From 
Assumption 1.1, the Lipschitz continuity of ~ g, and Remark 1.1(ii), we have 
¢(v0, z) = ~(0, ~) 
- -  - I I  =11 = + <~,, z) + p(Y(~,, y),,l(g(o), g(=) ) )  + p[b(~,, g(O)) - b(,,, g(=)) ]  
-< - I I= l l  = + il'-'ll I1=11 + P I IN(~,  Y)I111,7(g(O),g(=))ll + ~'11'.'1111g(o) - g(=)l l  
-< -I1"-f1= + I1"1111=11 + ~T¢(II,.,,II + IlYtl)II=II + ~(: l lul l l lz l ]  
-- - I I=l l [ l l=l l  - Ilull - P '~'¢( l l~l l  + IlYlI) - ~¢ l lu l l ]  < o. 
Therefore Condition (iv) of Lemma 1.1 holds. By Lemma 1.1, there exists a • E H, such that 
¢(v,~) > 0, Vv C H, that is, 
(v ,v -~. ) - (u ,v -~)+p(g(w,y ) ,~(g(v ) ,g (~) ) ) -pb(u ,g (Y . ) )+pb(u ,g (v ) )  > O, Vv  • H. (5) 
For arbitrary t • (0, 1] and v E H, let xt = tv + (1 - t)z. Replacing v by ~, in (5) and utilizing 
Assumption 1.1(3) and Property (iv) of b, we obtain 
o < {x,,  :~, - ~} - (u, =,  - ~) + p(N( , , , ,  y) ,  v (g (=, ) ,  g(~'))) 
-- pb(u, g(Y.)) + pb(u, g(x~)) 
= t ( (x , ,  v - ~) - (u, v - Y.)) - p (Y (w,  y), y(g(~), g(tv  + (1 - t)~))) 
- p~(~, a(~)) + ~b(~, ~(~ + (~ - ~)~)) 
<. t({xt, v - ~) - (u ,v  - ~)) + flt(N(w, y) ,y (g(v) ,g (~) ) )  
+ ~[~(~, ~(~)) - ~(~, ~(~))l. 
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(x~, v - ~.> - <~, . - ~.) + p<N(w,y) ,  O(g(v), g(e))> + pb(u,9(v))  - pb(u,g(~)) _> 0, 
and consequently, 
(z,, v - ~} > <u, v - ~) - p<N(~, y), o(g(.) ,  g(~))} + pb(u, 9(~)) - pb(~,g(v)). 
Letting t -~ 0 +, we have 
(~., v - ~) > (u, v - ~) - p(N(w, y), rl(g(v), g(g))} + pb(u, g(~)) - pb(u, g(v)), V v • H. 
Therefore, 2 E H is a solution of the auxiliary problem P(u, w, y). The proof is now complete. | 
By using Theorem 2.1, we now construct an algorithm for solving the completely generalized 
set-valued strongly nonlinear mixed variational-like inequality (X). 
For given uo • H, we 6 T(uo), and Yo E A(uo), from Theorem 2.1, we know that the auxiliary 
problem P(uo,wo, Y0) has a solution Ul, that is, 
<Ul,V--Ul} ~ (uo,v-Ul)-p(N(wo,yo),rl(g(v),g(Ul)))-l-pb(uo,g(ul))-pb(uo,g(v)) , Vv 6 H. 
Since wo • T(uo) • CB(H), yo • A(uo) • CB(H), by [Xl] there exist Wl • T(ul) and Yl E A(ul), 
such that 
IIw0 - ~xll ~ (x + X)Tl(T(uo),T(Ul)), 
I1~o - Y~II ~ (X + X)7-l(A(uo),A(m)). 
By Theorem 2.1 again, the auxiliary problem P(Ul,Wl,Yl) has a solution u2, that is, 
(u2,v-u2) > (ul,v-u2)-p(N(wl,y,),~?(g(v),g(u2))}+pb(ul,g(u2))-pb(ul,g(v)), Vv • H. 
For wl • T(ul) and yl • A(ul), by [11], there exist w2 • T(u2) and Y2 6 A(u2), such that 
Ilwx -w211<_ (l + }) 7-l(T(ul),T(u2)), 
IlYl -Y211<-- (X + ~) ~(A(ul),A(~2)). 
By induction, we can get the algorithm for problem (1) as follows. 
ALGOKITHM 2.1. For given uo • H, wo E T(uo) and Yo • A(uo), let the sequences {w,}, {y~}, 
and {u~} in/- /satisfy the following conditions: 
( 1 )  7i(T(u'~)'T(u"+~))' w,, • T (~, J ,  I1~- - ~,+111 -< 1 + (~ + 1-----~ 
( y,, e A (u . ) ,  IlY~ -y .+ l l l  <- t + (n+l-----) 7-l(A(un),A(U~+l)), (6) 
{u,+l, v - u,+l} _> (u,, v - u~+l) - p(Y(w,~, y,), 17(g(v), g(un+l))} 
+ pb(,~,~, g(~,,+~)) - pb(,~., g(~,)), 
for all v E H, n = 0, 1, 2 , . . . ,  where p > 0 is a constant. 
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3. EX ISTENCE AND CONVERGENCE THEOREM 
In this section, we prove the existence of a solution of the comp]etely generalized set-valued 
strongly nonlinear mixed variational-like inequality (1) and the convergence of the sequences 
generated by Algorithm 2.1. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let g : H --* H be Lipschitz continuous with constant ~ > 0 and strongly 
monotone with constant A > O, N : H x H -* H be Lipschitz continuous with respect o the 
first and second arguments where Lipschitz constants are ~, ~ > O, respectively. Let A, T : 
H --. CB(H)  be Lipschitz continuous with Lipschitz constants/~,  > O, respectively. Let N be 
strongly mixed monotone with respect o T and A with constant ~ > O, and ~ : H x H --* H be 
strongly monotone with constant a > 0 and Lipsahitz continuous with constant 6 > O. Suppose 
Shat the function b(., .) satisfies Properties (i)-(iv). I f  Assumption 1.1 holds and there exists a 
constant p > O, such tha~ 
k= (<i- 2~ +:  +(e l -  2~ +e +~¢-  1) 
26¢ 
P" /+2k<l ,  a> (1-2k)7 i (  7 ' )  
- (1 - 2k)7/5 I v/(~"'--(1 - 2k)7/6) 2 - ((flu + ~)2  _ ~216~) 4k(1 - k) 
P (~ 7- ~- -~ l -< (n,, + ~.)~ " -~I<~ ' 
(~) 
then there exist u E I-I, w E T(u), y 6 A(u) satisfying the completely generalized sea-valued 
strongly nonIinear mixed variationaI-llke inequality (1) and 
u~ ~ u,  w .  --* w ,  y .  --+ y ( n - - *  oo ), 
where the s~uenc~ {u~}, {w,},  and {y,} are defined by Algorithm 2.1. 
PRooF. By (6), for any v E H we have 
+pb(~_~, g(~.)) - pb(~_~, g(~)) 
(8) 
and 
(Zl~n-l-l., V - -  Un-l-L) > (Un, ?2 - -  ~n+l> - -  p(N(w,,, y.), ~?(g(v), g(Un+l))) 
+:b(~.,  ~(~+1))  - :b(~., g(v)). 
Taking v ---- u,+l  in (8) and v = u,  in (9), respectively, we get 
(9) 
(u,~,U~+l - u~) >_ (u.-1,un+1 - u~) - p{N(w,~-1,y.~-1),~?(g(u~+1),g(u~,))) 
+ :b(~._l, g(~)) - :b(~-l ,  #(~+1)), 
(~.+1, ~ - ~,,+i) >_ (,~,, ~,~ - ~+~)  - p(N(~.,, y,.),,7(#(~,,), g(,~,,+~))> 
+ :b(~, 0(~.+1)) - pb(~, g(~.)). 
(10) 
(11) 
Adding (10) and (11), we obtain 
(u , . ,+t  - u~,  u~ - u~+l t  >_ (u.,. - ~, . - , -1 ,  u,-, - u. . . ,+x) 
-p(NC~n, Yn) -- N( ' ! / ) 'n -1  ~ Yn-1), ~(gCun),g(Un+l))) 
+pb(u,,_~ - u~, g(~,,)) + pb(u,, - u,,_~, g (u , ,+d) ,  
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and consequently, 
( ?.l 'n--1 - -  'if, n ,  'bl, n - -  Un  ~- l ) 
- p(N(w, . , -1 ,  y,~-,)  - N(w,,, ,  y~,), r l (g (u . , ) ,g (u .+ l ) ) )  
+ p[b(,.,,~ - ~,,_~,  g(,. , , ,)) - b(~,,, - , . , ,_~,  g (~, ,+~)) ]  
= (?gn.--1 - -  Un ,  ~n - -  ? J 'n+l  - -  ~(g("t..~.~), g('t.Q~...l_l))) 
+ (~,,,_~ - ~,,, - ~(N(~, , _~,  ~,_~)  - N(~, ,  ~, , ) ) ,  ,~(~(~, , ) ,  ~( , , , ,+~)) )  
+ pb(u,, - u . -~ ,  g(u,~) - g(u .+l ) )  
-< I1~. - ,  - ~,,1111~,, - ~n-.I-1 - -  ,~(g(u.) ,  g(,-,,,+~))ll 
+ i1~,,-~ - ~,,  - p (N(~, , _ l ,  y , , _~)  - N(w,,, y, , ) ) I I  I}~(~('- ' , , ) ,  ~('-',,+~))11 
+ P~l t~ - ~, , , - ,1111g(~) -e ( , , - , ,+d  II. 
(12) 
Since g : H --* 
constant A > 0 
with constant 5
H is Lipschitz continuous with constant ¢ > 0 and strongly monotone with 
and ~/(-,-) is strongly monotone with constant a > 0 and Lipschitz continuous 
> 0, we observe that 
[tUn. - -  Un+l  -- ( .q(~n) --  g (~ ' , - -x ) ) l t  ~ 
= I1~" --  ~"+~11 = -- 2<~,, -- ~,,~+~, g(~,,~) --  g (~"+d)  + I la (~")  - -  g (~"+~) l l  = 
_ (1 -- 2A + ~:2) t1'-" -- ""+~ll  =, 
I Ig (u , , )  --  9(u,,+x) - ~(g(u , , ) , .q (u~,+l ) ) t l  = 
= I Ig ( " , , )  - g(~' , ,+~)l l  = - 2(g(, . , , , )  - ~(~, , ,+ , ) , ,7 (g (~, ) ,  g( ' - ' , ,+~)) )  
+ i I~(g(~ ' - ) ,  g (~ ' , ,+ l ) ) l l  2 
_< (1 - 2,~ + ,~=) IIg(~',,) - g('-'.,+~)ll = 
_< (1 - 2~ + ~=) ¢= I1~-,, - ~'-+~11 =- 
Hence, 
-< I1~,,~ - ~,,,+~ - (g (~)  -g (u ,~+l ) ) l l  + 119(~'-) - g (~-+~)  - rlCgCu,,),g(u,~+,))tl 
_< x /1  - 2J, + ¢2 I1~,,, - ~+z l l  + ~:-,,/1 - 2,~ + ,~= i1'~,, - ~',,+~11 
( - , /1 -  2.~ +¢= +¢~/1-  2o- + ,~=~)I1~,,,-  ~+z l l .  
\ 2" 
(13) 
By the Lipschitz continuity of N with respect to the first argument and Lipschitz continuity of T, 
we obtain 
IIN(~,~-I,y~-I)- N(zo,~,Y,~-I)I[ ~ ~llw--1-~-II ~ ~ (1+ ~)ll~--~-~11. (14) 
By the Lipschitz continuity of N with respect o the second argument and Lipschitz continuity 
of A, we get 
[ [N(w,~,yn_ l ) -N(w, , ,y . . ) [ ]<_~[[y ,~- , -  y~[[ _< ~/~ (1+ 1) [ [u~_ i -  u.[[. (is) 
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From (14), (15), and the strongly mixed monotonicity of N with respect o T and A, we have 
I I~ - i  - ~ - p(N(w,~_1,y._z) - N(~,  y.))l l ~ 
= ll~,.-z - ~.II ~ - 2p(N(w._~,y,~_z) - N (wn,y , , ) ,u ,~_t  - un) 
+ p~l lN(w, , _ l ,Y . _ l )  - N (w,~,y . ) l l  ~ 
-< I1~',~-~ - ~11 ~ - 2,o,: ,11,~-, - u,, l f  2 
+ p2 l lN (~. -z ,  ~/n-l) - -  N(w,~, y . _ t )  + N(w,~, Y,t-l) - N(w,=, y'*)ll 2 
_< (1 - '~)11 , - , , - , -1  - ~,.,112 
+ p2[llN(w,,-z, y . -~) - N(w. ,  Y,~-~-)II + IIN(~,-,, ~.-1) - N(,-,,., ~,,=)1f] ~ 
_< (1-2p,~)ll~,,.,_~- ~l l2  + p ~ [ f lu ( l+  I ) I I~-z -~11 ÷~# (1 + 1) I1~- , -  t,,,ll] 2 
-- [1 - 2p,;, + p2(~ + ~,~)~(1 + 1 /~)  ~] I1 , , . -1  - ~112.  
It follows from (12), (13), and (16) that 
+ I1~,,-, - ~,, - p(N(w,~_z, y ~-z) - N(w., Y,,))II Iln(g('~,,), g(u,,+~))ll 
+ ~l l , ,~  - u,~_~ II I lg(~.) - g(u,,+z)II 
_< (vq-  2.x +~2 +¢x/1  - 20- +,52) I1~,, -~-  ~111[~ - u.,+dl 
~-6¢ - 2p~ -I- p2(/~u + ~)  :~ 1+ I l u . -x -u . , l l l l~ -u .+d l  
+ m'~l t~-z  - u , , l l l l~, ,  - u , ,+z l l ,  
which hence implies that 
where 
and 
o. = ~¢ [t.(p) + ~ + 
Letting 
~I - 2A + C2' + ~1 - 20. + 6 ~) 
t . (p)  = - 2~ + p2(~ + ~)2  1 + 
p,y 
0=6¢ t (p )+T+ 
(,/1 "2~ +¢- +¢Vl~¢ - 20. +~=),] 
and 
t(p) = v ' l  - 2pa + p~(/~v + ¢ , )2  
we can see that t , (p )  --* t(p), and 0,, --* 0 as n ~ co. Note that 
P7 0 < 1 <=~ t(p) + ~-  +2k  < 1, 
where k = (~/1 - 2~ + C + ¢,/1 - 20. + 52 + ~¢ - 1)/2~¢. 
(16) 
(17) 
It follows from condition (9) that O < 1. Hence, there are a positive number 00 < 1 and an 
integer no > 1, such that 0,~ <_ 0o < 1 for all n > no. Therefore it follows from (17) that {u'*} 
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is a Cauchy sequence in H and we may assume that Us --* u strongly in H as n -~ oo. Since T 
and A axe both Lipschitz continuous, by (6) we have 
( 1 ) ( 
I1~.-~.+111-< 1+ (~$1)  U(T(~. ) ,T (~.+0)_< 1 
and 
1) 
+ (~$I) , ' l l u~-~+=l l  
( ' )  ( ' )  ]]Yn-Yr.+l]] <- i+  (n~- l )  "H(A(u.),A(u,-,+I)) <_ 1+ (n-T- l)  /~]lua-U"+l]]" 
Therefore {ws} and {y.} are also Cauchy sequences in H.  Let w~ --* w strongly and y~ --* y 
strongly as n --* oo. Noticing w~ G T(u, O, we have 
d(w,T(u)) < IIw - w.I I +d(w.,T(u,O) + 7-l(T(u,~),T(u)) 
-< I1~ - ~,,11 + ~'11~,, - ull ---, 0, as n - ,  oo. 
Hence w E T(u). Similarly we can show y C A(u), 
Now, we rewrite (6) as follows: 
(un+l - un, v -- un+l) + p(N(wn, Yn), y(g(v), g(u~+l))) + p[b(u.,g(v)) - b(us, g(us+l))] _> 0. 
Since us --* u strongly as n --* 0% {Us+l - un, v - un+l) --* 0 as n -* oo. Note also that 
(N(w, y), ~(g(v)), g(u)) _> lim sup(N(w, y), ~(g(v), g(u.+O)). 
n ""-> O~ 
Since N(w,~, Yn) --~ N(w, y) strongly in H, from Assumption 1.1(3) and boundedness of {,t(g(v), 
g(u~+0)},  we obtain 
0 < (g(w, y), 77(g(v), g(u))) - lira sup(g(w,  y), n(g(v), g(u~+l))) 
~ --') OQ 
= lira ~f{{N(w,  y), ,(g(v), g(u))) - <N(w, y), Tl(g(v), g(U.+l)))} 
-- limin.f{{N(w, y), ~(gCv), gCu))) - (NCw, y), ~l(g(v), g(u.+1))) 
+ <Y(~,  y) - n (~. ,  v . ) , , (gO, ) ,  g (~+, ) )>} 
- l im~f{{N(w,  y), ~?(g(v), g(u))) - {N(w., y.), , (g(v),  g(u.+i)) )},  
and hence, (N(w,y),vl(g(v),g(u)) } > l imsup._~oo(N(wn, y.), 1?(g(v),g(u.+O)). 
By Property (i) of b(,,-) and Remark 1.1, we observe that  
I bO, . ,  g (Us+l ) )  - b(u, g(~))l  -< Ib(~., g (~.+, ) )  - b(~.,  g(~))l  + IbO, . ,g(~))  - b(~, g(~))l 
--- "~11~. II I Ig(~,.+,) - g(~,)II +'Y l I , , .  - ~,tl IIg(~,)ll 
-< "Yell"-II i1~+~ - "11 + "YlI",, - "1111gO')II -~ O, ~, ,, -4 oo. 
So, b(un,g(un+O) ~ b(u,g(u)) and b(un, g(v)) ----) b(u,g(v)) as n ---* oo. Therefore, we get 
0 _ l i ra  sup{{u~+l  - -  u~,  v - -  us+I )  + p(N(w., y~), rl(g(v),g(u.+]))  
¢1"--:* DO 
+ p[b(~,., g(~)) - b(~,., gO, .+~)) ] )  
< p(N(w, y), ~(g(v), g(u))> + p[b(u, g(v)) - b(u, g(u))], 
which implies that 
(N(w, y), ~t(g(v), g(u))) + b(u, g(v)) - b(u, g(u)) >_ O, Y v • H. 
The proof is now complete. | 
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EXAMPLE 3.1. Let H = R u, and for any x C R u let x = (x l ,Xu) .  Consider N, y : R u × R 2 --* R 2, 
T ,A  : R 2 --* CB(R2) ,  and b : R 2 ×/ /2  __. R where 
( 1 1 ) 
g(x) = X l -  ~s inx l ,x2 - -  ~s inx~ , 
N(x ,  v)  = 3y - x ,  
~(x ,  y)  = x - y,  
T(x )  ~- Ix1, Xl + 1] × {0}, 
A(~)  = (~}, 
b(~, u) = (~, v) ,  
respectively. Then we have 
(i) g is Lipschitz continuous with constant ~ = 7/6 and strongly monotone with constant 
A ---- 5/6; 
(ii) N is mixed Lipschitz continuous with respect to the first and second argument with 
constants fl ~- 1 and ~ -- 1; 
(iii) T and A are Lipschitz continuous with constants v = 1 and p = 1, respectively; 
(iv) N is strongly mixed monotone with respect o T and A with constant a -- 2; 
(v) r/ is strongly monotone with constant a = 1 and Lipschitz continuous with constant 5 = 1; 
(vi) b satisfies Propert ies (i)-( iv) with 7 = 1. 
After simple calculations, condition (7) reduces to 
1 t 
0<p< 7 and p -~ <~,  
i.e., 0 < p < 1/7. 
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